
Event Title: Adoptee Representation Is a Human Rights Issue 

Event Description: This panel discussion examines the ways adoptees are represented across 

media, particularly in contemporary fiction, poetry, children’s literature, and film. Adoptee 

stories are often misrepresented as flat tropes which only drive the plot forward. Five adoptee 

writers identify common tropes across genres, illuminate the complex dynamics of adoption, 

highlight the human rights implications, advocate for adoptees to own their stories, and share tips 

for how non-adoptees can more accurately represent adoptees in their work. 

Event Category: Cultural Criticism, Marginalized Voices 

Event Organizer and Moderator: Marci Calabretta Cancio-Bello: Marci Calabretta Cancio-

Bello is the author of Hour of the Ox (University of Pittsburgh, 2016), winner of  the Donald 

Hall Prize for Poetry. She and E. J. Koh co-translated The World’s Lightest Motorcycle (Zephyr 

Press, 2021) by Yi Won, which won the 2022 Translation Grand Prize from the Literature 

Translation Institute of Korea. She has received fellowships from the National Endowment for 

the Arts, Kundiman, and the American Literary Translators Association, and her work has 

appeared in Catapult, Kenyon Review Online, The New York Times, and more. She is co-director 

for the Adoptee Literary Festival and PEN America Miami/South Florida Chapter, and a 

program manager for Miami Book Fair. 

Event Participants 

Sarah Audsley: Sarah Audsley is the author of Landlock X (Texas Review Press, 2023). A 

Korean American adoptee, a graduate of the MFA Program for Writers at Warren Wilson 

College, and a member of The Starlings Collective, Audsley lives and works in northern 

Vermont where she serves as the Writing Program Manager at Vermont Studio Center. 

Ansley Moon: Ansley Moon is the author of the poetry collection, How to Bury the Dead (Black 

Coffee Press). She has received awards and fellowships from the Barbara Deming Memorial 

Fund, Kundiman and The Mae Fellowship, among others. Her current poetry collection has been 

a finalist for the Pleiades Press Editor's Prize and the Slope Editions Book Prize. 

Tiana Nobile: Tiana Nobile is the author of Cleave. She is a Korean American adoptee, 

Kundiman fellow, and recipient of a Rona Jaffe Foundation Writer's Award. A finalist of the 

National Poetry Series and Kundiman Poetry Prize, her writing has appeared in Poetry 

Northwest, The New Republic, Guernica, and Southern Cultures, among others. A founding 

member of The Starlings Collective, she lives with her family in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

Alice Stephens: Born in Korea, Alice Stephens was among the first big wave of intercountry, 

transracial adoptees. Author of the novel, Famous Adopted People (Unnamed Press), she is also 

a book reviewer, essayist, short story writer, co-facilitator of the Adoptee Voices Writing Group, 

co-founder of the Adoptee Literary Festival, and columnist for the Washington Independent 

Review of Books. 

Opening Remarks: (5 mins) 



We are members of the Starlings Collective, BIPOC adoptee writers and artists whose mission is 

to elevate BIPOC adoptee voices by fostering community, celebrating authentic adoptee 

narratives, and collaborating to promote adoptee artistic expression. As adoptees writers, all of 

the panelists have experienced resistance from family, friends, acquaintances, strangers, and 

society at large when we honestly portray the complicated nuances of our adoption experiences 

in our work. This is because the dominant narrative of adoption is one of a beautiful fairy tale of 

rescue and forever homes. We are transracial adoptees and immigrants, our narratives 

additionally burdened by the expectation that we should be grateful for being allegedly rescued 

from a squalid third-world existence, with no right to mourn our lost cultures, let alone our 

severed family roots. The toxic positivity of the adoption myth provides cover for ongoing 

human rights abuses of adoptees and their birth families. Adoption agencies have lied to and 

manipulated not just birth parents, but adoptive parents and adoptees as well. They may do so 

with impunity because records are sealed, birth certificates altered, and contact between birth 

parents and adoptees permanently severed, making it extremely difficult for them to find each 

other if they choose to do so as adults. Even in so-called open adoptions, the adoptive parents 

control the relationships between biological parents and children. Adoptees are often left to 

navigate these situations and the emotional and mental burden without guidance. But if you 

scour popular culture, the media, and literature, there is a very different portrait of adoption. 

From Cinderella to Oliver Twist to Harry Potter to pretty much every superhero—Superman, 

Spiderman, Batman, Loki, etc., orphans abound in popular culture and literature. Across media, 

from fairy tales to Disney movies to serious novels, the adoptee trope is used to emphasize 

stories of love that transcends genetic ties, the power of fate, and the triumph of the human spirit. 

Cultural touchstones such as “Annie,” Anne of Green Gables, Silas Marner, and “Elf,” present 

adoption as a touching story of assimilation and the power of love to overcome all obstacles. 

Sometimes, as in the Bad Seed movies and “Orphan,” the adopted child wreaks havoc on her 

loving family. Each panelist will talk about adoptee representation in a specific medium, share 

their view on why and how adoptee representation is a human rights issue, offer tips on how non-

adopted people can more accurately represent adoptees in their work, and offer examples of 

works that get adoption right. 

Marci: As moderator, Marci will prompt each panelist to discuss depictions of adoptee 

characters in their respective media formats, how they are utilized as tropes, and how impactful 

artistic portrayals and real-life practices and policies can be. She will invite panelists to share 

examples of work—including their own—that complicates stereotypes. 

Alice: As a book reviewer, I am particularly interested in contemporary fiction books that feature 

adopted characters. Perhaps started by the wild success of Little Fires Everywhere, there has 

been a wave of novels that feature adoptee main characters whose function is to provide the story 

with a sentimental narrative arc. I will discuss novels whose adoptee characters are the object of 

their own stories, largely carried along by fate until they are united with their adoptive parents or 

reunited with their birth mothers, or are mere plot contrivances that bring out the strengths and 

flaws of the other characters. When it comes to adoptee-authored adoption novels, however, the 

selection is much smaller. As I know from my own struggle to get my novel accepted for 

publication, there is strong resistance in the publishing world to the authentic adoptee narrative. 

Publishing gatekeepers are overwhelmingly well-to-do and white, and are much more likely to 

be adoptive parents than to be adoptees. By publishing only those books that agree with their 

view on adoption, they contribute to the false adoption narrative. Some non-adopted authors of 



adoption novels get it right, and there are a number of excellent novels by adoptees that 

somehow made it to publication.  

Ansley: Children’s literature often seeks to tackle difficult topics experienced by youth, 

including cross-cultural struggle and broken families. Moon will discuss how reader expectations 

shift when written by non-adoptees—such as Robin Benway’s Far from the Tree and Julia 

Alvarez’s Finding Miracles—versus adoptees themselves—such as Mariama J. Lockington’s 

For Black Girls Like Me and Mark Oshiro’s You Only Live Once, David Bravo. Moon will also 

discuss the importance of realistic representation for youth at the right time in life, especially 

when taking the family constellation into consideration.  

Sarah: Adoptee poetics is the imaginative space and body of work by adoptee poets. (In this 

examination of this subset of contemporary poetry, it is important to note that the transracial adoptee 

experience will be the main focus.) I will briefly describe the history of publishing of adoptee poetics and 

then move towards examples of current poets working today. From the 1997 publication of Seeds from a 

Silent Tree: An Anthology by Korean Adoptees, the first adoptee anthology ever, to Outsiders Within: 

Writings on Transracial Adoption (2006), and then to today’s working poets, I’ll outline and describe the 

importance of adoptee poetics and its contribution to contemporary American literature.  

Tiana: Filmmakers have hinged many plots on the abandonment or orphanhood of a child as an 

“easy” and quick way to enact an inciting incident of trauma onto a character in order to propel 

the narrative forward. The result is often a seemingly “helpless” child being “rescued” by a 

benevolent and/or reluctant savior. What do such depictions imply about the status and agency of 

adoptees? To flatten such a separation and use it as a plot device ultimately strips the child of their 

complex emotional experience and promotes a narrative of gratitude and toxic positivity. This is 

reinforced by the common reunification story, wherein the adoptee and biological parent are 

reunited without facing any of the ramifications of the impact of separation. While film and tv are 

such mass-consumed forms of media, these representations are increasingly problematic in how 

they deprive adoptees of their agency, grief, and history and promote white saviorism and so-called 

colorblind assimilation. I will discuss films in which adoption plays a prominent role in the plot 

and how the inclusion of an adoptee character reinforces harmful representations that have lasting 

impacts on the adoptee diaspora. 

Moderator Questions: (45 mins) 

1. What have we noticed about how adoptees are represented?  

2. How do these representations affect policy? 

a. history of colonization 

b. undocumented adoptees 

c. immigration policies 

d. reverse native adoptee act  

e. separation of kids at the border 

3. Who does it well?  

Reading: (15 mins) 

Q&A   (10 minutes) 


